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Hi, my name is
. I’m 16 years old and I live very close to the proposed dunoon dam site. I’m writing this to let the state water planners know that i don’t think the dam should be a part of the
ultimate water strategy
I DO NOT SUPPORT THE DAM.
I have three grandparents who would be directly impacted by this dam. two of which could be fatal!
They live less than two Km below the dam wall, so in severe floods they could get wiped out!
The dam wall would be 350 meters from my other grandparent. My father grew up playing in the gorge that will be destroyed.
From what I understand there are valid alternatives, like system wide water efficiency (S.White 2020) compared to a big phat destructive dam.
There is widespread opposition to Dunoon Dam, and Rous has not been open with DPIE and government ● Rous and Lismore Council failed to provide the Department of Primary Industries and
Environment with an accurate appraisal of Dunoon Dam. The dam is highly controversial, and resisted. There is widespread concern about the destructiveness of Dunoon Dam and also the failure
of RCC to plan for water resilience using modern technologies. ● 91% of 1290 written and online submissions to RCC opposed the dam option. Over 300 of the written submissions are identified
as individual and not pro-forma submissions, demonstrating a high level of engagement. Exhibition ran for 2 months “with strong promotion” (VAXA, FWP2060 Outcomes from Public Exhibition 2020, 2020 ) . ● Social rejection demonstrates the dam option fails the “triple bottom line” test [economic/environmental/social]. A broad suite of other effective options were preferred by
respondents.
Yours sincerely,

.
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